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THE NATIONAL RAILROAD ADJUSTMENT BOARD:
A UNIQUE ADMINISTRATIVE AGENCY
LLOYD K. GARRISONt
THrE National Railroad Adjustment Board, created in 1934 by amend-
ment to the Railway Labor Act" of 1926, is, so far as 1 know, the only
administrative tribunal, federal or state, which has ever been set up in
this country for the purpose of rendering judically enforceable decisions
in controversies arising out of the interpretation of contracts. The con-
tracts with which the Board deals are between carriers and labor or-
ganizations, governing rates of pay and working conditions. The Board
has no other functions; it is exclusively a quasi-judicial body. Its im-
portance may be realized from the fact that between December 3, 1934,
when the first hearings began, and June 30, 1936, the Board received a
total of 4,023 cases, held formal hearings in 2,122, and handed down
written opinions in 1,616.2
The extent of the Board's work may seem surprising, but it must be
kept in mind that there are over 3,000 separate agreements between labor
organizations and the 859 carriers covered by the Railway Labor Act,-
and that, with few exceptions, these agreements consist of thousands of
words defining in language frequently loose, jobs, duties, seniority rights,
hours, normal and overtime wage rates, vacations, discipline procedure,
and a multitude of other details which constantly give rise to questions of
interpretation, and to claims by employees that particular provisions have
not been correctly applied. These claims are for the most part settled
by negotiation between union representatives and carrier officials; those
which are not generally find their way to the Board. The Board's cases
*Dean of the Law School, University of Wisconsin.
1. 48 STAT. 926, 1185, 45 U.S.C. §§ 151, 153 (1934), amending 44 S=Ax. 577,
(1926).
2. FiRsT ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIOAL MEDIATIOn BoAD INCLUDU G THE
REPORT OF THE NATOxAL RAILROAD ADJusTuEuT BoARD, ro THE FIsCAL YMnn EzNE
JuxN 30, 1935, at 43-58; SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIONAL M EDATION BOAnD,
1936, at 39-46.
3. FRsT A UAL REPorT OF THE NATIONAL MEDATION BOAnD, op cit. mipra
note 2, at 33. The term "carrier" includes switching, terminal, express and Pullman
Companies. 48 STAT. 926, 45 U.S. C. § 151 (1934).
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thus consist of concrete claims like those presented to any court of law;
and, like a court, the Board will not act upon moot cases or hypothetical
questions.
The Board is necessarily a large one. It consists of 36 members, half
selected by the carriers and half by the standard railroad unions.4 It is
divided into four divisions, each dealing with separate classes of service,
and each constituting in effect a separate board. When a division dead-
locks in a particular case, which frequently occurs because of the bi-
partisan membership, a neutral referee is appointed "to sit with the
division as a member thereof and make an award."' If the division
cannot agree upon a suitable person to act as referee, the selection is
made7 by another federal agency (the National Mediation Board, a three-
man, impartial board whose principal functions are to mediate between
carriers and unions in disputes which are non-justiciable in nature8).
Having served as a referee in close to a hundred cases, with the first and
third divisions, it occurred to me that an account of this most unusual
of Boards might have some 'significance for students of administrative
law, labor law and government. Such an account would not be intelligible
without an. explanation of how the Board came to be, and without de-
scribing briefly the structure of labor relations in the railroad world.
ORIGIN OF TEE, BOARD
The railroad world is like a state within a state. Its population of some
three million, if we include the families of workers,0 has its own customs
4. 48 STAT. 1189, First, (a-g), 45 U.S.C. §153, First, (a-g) (1934), providing
in substance the carriers and the "national labor organizations" shall, respectively, pre-
scribe the rules under which their representatives are to be selected. If either fails to
make the selections they are to be made by the National Mediation Board (see infra
note 8). There are elaborate provisions for investigating and arbitrating, in case of
dispute, the eligibility of a national labor organization to participate in the selections.
Each member is compensated "by the party or parties he is to represent."
5. 48 STAT. 1189, First (h), 45 U.S. C. § 153, First (h) (1934). Division No. 1
has jurisdiction over train and yard service; No. 2, over shop-craft employees; No. 3,
over station, tower and telegrapti employees, signalmen, clerks, freight handlers, express,
station and store employees, maintenance-of-way workers, and sleeping-car conductors,
porters, maids, and dining-car employees; No. 4, marine employees and miscellaneous.
The first three divisions consist of 10 members each, 5 designated by the carriers and
5 by the unions; the fourth consists of 6 members similarly designated.
6. 48 STAT. 1189, First (1), 45 U. S. C. § 153, First (1) (1934).
7. Ibid.
8. Created along with the National Railroad Adjustment Board in 1934, by 48 STAT.
1193, 45 U.S. C. § 154 (1934). It took the place of the old United States Board of
Mediation created by the Act of 1926 (see supra note 1). Its members are appointed by
the President for three-year terms and its headquarters are in Washington.
9. The actual number of employees on the Class 1 railroads is slightly over one
million. See, for the recent statistics, UNEMPLOYINIENT CosrENsATrox oR TRANsPoRTA-
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and its own vocabulary,"0 and lives according to rules of its own making.
It is struggling to sustain a public debt of some twelve billion dollars,
to satisfy the holders of some ten billions of stock,n and to meet the
competition of rival principalities who carry by water, air, pipeline and
highway.2 This state within a state has enjoyed a high degree of internal
peace for two generations; despite the divergent interests of its com-
ponent parts, the reign of law has been firmly established. The develop-
ment of that law, culminating with the creation of the National Railroad
Adjustment Board, may be divided roughly into three stages.
The first stage was one of rudimentary governmental intervention,
beginning with the establishment of the Interstate Commerce Commission
in 188713 and stretching down to the World War. During those thirty
years there was a gradual development of arbitration machinery and of
governmental mediation.14 Union organization had not advanced very
far except in the train and engine service and among the telegraphers.
The unions of these crafts were in the main recognized by the carriers,
and written agreements were entered into with them on most of the
roads. But by contrast, even as late as 1916 less than 30% of the re-
TION E1PLOYEES, PM0RT BY THE SECTION OF LAnOR RELATIONS, FEERAL CO-ODnA-TO%
OF TRA SPORTATIO (March, 1936), transmitted by the Interstate Commerce Commission
[as required by the Emergency Railroad Transportation Act of 1933, 48 STAT. 216,
49 U. S. C. § 263 (1934)] to the President, the President of the Senate and the Speaker
of the House. "Railroad employees of the nation, with their families and dependents,
constitute a population equal to that of the larger states of the union . .. There is no
hard and fast line of demarcation between railroad labor and management. Thousands
of railroad men over the country, by reason of their positions, are labor one minute and
management the next. All management has come from the ranks of labor of one sort
or another. All leaders of railroad labor have come from the ranks of labor." M. AV.
Clement (President of the Pennsylvania R. R.), .fanagement's Four-Fold Tash (1936)
101 RAILWAY AGE 517.
10. The following bulletin was issued by a superintendent of the Southern Pacific
Ry. in San Jose, Cal., on Dec. 20, 1928: "All Yardmasters: Effective date, all yardmen
in cannon-ball service bringing drags in yard from outside points will bleed and cut
own cars."
11. 49TH A.NxuAL REPORT OF THE INTERSTATE COUMEcE Co,.nssiou (1935), 4, 89.
12. See REPORT OF THE FEDERAL CO-ORDUTATOR OF TRAzSPORTATION (1934), H. R.
Doc. No. 89 74th Cong., 1st Sess., p. 3. In addition, the railroads have had to face a
great reduction in one of their chief sources of traffic--coal--due to the growing use
of fuel oil, natural gas and water-generated electric power. Id. at 3. See also 2,fouvroz:
AND AssocrATEs, THE AaMEcAN TRAN spOrATION PR BLEM (1933) Parts V, VI, VII
13. 24 STAT. 379 (1887).
14. For the general history of this legislation see FImnS AnTUAL REFORT OP THE
NATONAL MEDIATIoN BOARD, op. cit. sitpra note 2, at 6, 59-61; B nEm jam VAIT
DoRE-, LABOR Am THE GoVERNmEN (1935) 172-176; Voa, TnE RAnL.oAD LixoR
BOARD (1927) 6-10; 1 SHnrARAN, TE INTERSTATE CoMMRC Co tsslor (1931)
11-70; NATioNAL LAmoR RELATioNS BOARD, Dnision OF Ecorio.Ic REsEnc , GoVER-
mENTAL PRoTEcnoN oF LAoR's RIGHT TO O0RGANZE (1936) 47-49.
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maining employees in railroad service belonged to unions and these
unions were generally not recognized and had very few agreements with
the employers.' 5
The second period, that of governmental control during the war,
brought about momentous changes whose influences are still felt. The
government gave full recognition to the "unions, as a result of which
the memberships of those which had been weakest multiplied rapidly. By
1920 about 90% of the train and engine service employees were organized
and about three-quarters of those in the other classes.'"
The war period, however, resulted in more than membership gains for
the unions. The Director General entered into national agreements with
most of the unions and established the eight-hour day as the standard for
all crafts, with punitive overtime; abolished piece-work in the shops;
defined and classified jobs and duties; standardized working conditions
and rates of pay (which were substantially increased); extended the
seniority principle to all crafts; provided for hearings and review in
discipline cases; and in general revised working conditions to the satis-
faction of the employees.17 Furthermore, three bipartisan boards of ad-
justment were set up' 8 to pass upon the application and interpretation
of the rules set up by the Director General. These boards, each of which
was national in scope and dealt with a particular class of employees,
were singularly successful. They disposed of 3,289 cases with virtually
no deadlocks.' 9 Thus for the first time in history, railroad employees
were thoroughly organized under an employer who gave them sym-
pathetic recognition and nation-wide' rules built around the cherished
principles of seniority, reasonable hours, security against arbitrary dis-
15. See WOLMAN, THE GROWTH OF AuEmCAN TRADE UNIONS (1924) 49, 54; WoL,
op. cit. supra note 14, at 5, 58, 59.
16. Ibid.
17. The Director General's original order (General Order No. 27) dealing with
wages, hours and working conditions, was in 8 articles; it was issued May 25, 1918, and
was supplemented from time to time by numerous additional articles, and by inter-
pretations of articles. The bulk of this material was published by the Government in
U. S. RAILRoAD ADMINISTRATION, DIRECToR GENERAL OF RAImoAD's GENERAL ORDER NO.
27 WITH SUPPLEMENTS, ADDENDA, AMENDMENTS AND INTERPRETATIONS 'TO JUNE 30, 1919
(1919). Thereafter each interpretation, addendum, amendment and supplement was
separately printed. See, for accounts of this period, ANNUAL REoRT OF W. D. HINES,
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF RAILROADS, 1919, DivisiON OF LAmoR; WOLP, OP. cit. sapra note
14, at 14-64; 1 SHAREMAN, op. cit. supra note 14, at 153-160; FIRST ANNUAL REPORT
OF TUE NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD, supra note 2, at 62, 63; MOULTiN, op. cit. vtfpra,
note 12, at 373-376.
18. By orders 13, 29 and 53 of the Director General.
19. The statistics are collected and analyzed in WOLF, op. cit. supra note 14, at 54.
In addition to the 3,289 cases disposed of, 464 cases were filed but withdrawn. Of the
cases not withdrawn, 1,799 were decided in favor of the carriers, and 1,369 in favor of
the employees, while 121 were compromised.
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charge, and straight rather than piece-rate payment; and who, in ad-
dition, provided a joint machinery for the application and interpretation
of these rules. It is no wonder that when the period of post-war Te-'
adjustment began the employees struggled, though in vain, against the
return of the roads to private ownership.20
The readjustment was accomplished with great difficulty and not with-
out violence. The times were disturbed. There was a great deal of in-
dustrial unrest, serious strikes occurring in 1919 in the steel, coal and
other industries.2 ' A rank and file strike of switchman, opposed by the
union leadership, occurred in the spring of 1920 and spread to various
parts of the country. 2  There was much talk of prohibiting strikes by
law. It was in this atmosphere, which on the economic side was accom-
panied by violent price fluctuations, that the railroad managements had
to deflate the war-time peak of employment and to seek lower wage
levels.' In view of all the difficulties, it was inevitable that the shopmen's
strike of 1922, the first and only nation-wide strike of railroad employees,
should have taken place. It is significant that the other crafts did not
join with the shopmen, and that the difficulties which all the crafts had
to face were surmounted by peaceful methods.24
Many of the gains achieved by the unions during the war period were
lost within a few years. The national agreements with their standardized
and employee-favoring rules were abolished, and separate agreements
had to be negotiated with each carrier, craft by craft. In this process
many of the rules which the carriers regarded as needlessly restrictive
and uneconomic were done away with. -5  Furthermore, after the shop-
men's strike, some roads refused to recognize or deal with the unions
outside of the train and engine service brotherhoods, while others, led
20. The railroad unions in 1919 and 1920 strongly backed the "Plumb Plan" for
government ownership. See ,Vory, op. cit. mipra note 14, at 59; Bmanm= AnD VAw
DoaEx, op. cit. mipra note 14 at 178; P uRL?& .TD TAr, Hixsrorty or L xt nT
UNnzn S.AT s, 1896-1932: VOLUM IV, LAoR MovmMr-s (1935) 403.
21. Ptrui mm TAFr, op. cit. .mpra note 20, at 435-48S; MrWo, op. ct. mipra
note 14, at 85.
22. WOLF, op. cit. supra note 14, 102-106; PmmuA A=D TArt, op. cit. mipra note
20, 452-456.
23. Between 1920 and 1922 the member of employees on the Class I railroads were
reduced from 2,022,832 to 1,659,513. UNEuPLO3E rN CO P EsATIo ron TnAlisro.-TA-
Tiox EmpLOYEES, op. cit. supra note 9, at 35. Through the medium of the U. S. Railroad
Labor Board (infra, note 30) wage reductions were obtained in 1921 and 1922, and some
of the roads evaded established rates by "contracting out" shop work. WaLT, op. cit.
supra note 14, at 214-238.
24. For the history of this strike, see VoWmr, op. cit. mipra note 14, at 239-263;
PERtwAx ma TAFT, op. cit. mpra note 20, at 515-524.
25. For the abrogation of the agreements as of July, 1921. by decision No. 119 of
'the U. S. Railroad Labor Board, and the aftermath, see WoLp, op. ct. Mfpra note 14,
at 167-200.
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by the Pennsylvania,2 set up so-called system associations or company
unions 27 and entered into agreements with them.
The war-time adjustment boards were swept away and except for
some scattering system boards2" and three regional boards2" set up by
agreement between the train and engine brotherhoods and certain car-
riers, the only agency for interpreting and applying the existing rules
and working agreements was the United States Railroad Labor Board,
created by the Transportation Act of 1920.30 Unfortunately this board,
which consisted of three public representatives, three carrier representa-
tives and three labor representatives,8 l was not well designed for work
of a judicial character. For, Congress had charged the board also with
the quasi-legislative functions of making rules and passing upon de-
mands for higher or lower wage rates;2 and the exercise of these func-
tions, although they were advisory only, aroused tremendous animosities,
split the membership of the board, and destroyed that atmosphere of calm
and impartiality which is requisite for effective judicial work.a3
Moreove'r, the board was without power under the law to carry out
any of its awards or mandates, and while it succeeded during its six
years of life in disposing of over thirteen thousand disputes,"4 there
was much complaint that its decisions were in many cases openly violated.
26. See WOLF, op. cit. supra note 14, at 296-326; PERLMAN AND TA, op. cit. j pra
note 20, at 517, 518.
27. In 147 out of 214 of the largest roads there were, in 1933, so-called company
unions in effect for a portion of the service, nearly all of them established in this post-
war period. BROWN AND ASSoCIATEs, RAILWAY LAmoR SURVEY (Social Science Research
Council, Division of Industry and Trade, 1933) 41. On July 1, 1935, there were in effect,
on all carriers, 2,222 agreements with national labor organizations and 718 with "system
associations!'. FIRsT ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD, Op. Cit.
supra note 2, at 33. But "gradually the representation of the employees on most of the
railroads is being taken over by the national labor organizations. The system associations
are disappearing and the unorganized employees are voting for representation by the
national labor organizations." SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF TnE NATIONAL MEDIATION
BOARD, op. cit. supra note 2, at 9.
28. The Pennsylvania Railroad Company in 1921, for example, set up a system
board covering the train and engine service. WOLF, op. cit. .supra note 14, at 273.
29. In September, October and November, 1921, Eastern, Western, and South-
eastern Boards of Adjustment were successively created. Wori, op. cit. supra note
14, at 274.
30. 41 STAT. 470 (1920), 45 U. S.C. §135 (1934).
31. Ibid.
32. 41 STAT. 470 (1920), 45 U. S. C. §139 (1934).
33. See WOLF, op. cit. supra note 14, at 360-383, 387-393.
34. 14,145 disputes were referred to the Board between April 16, 1920, the date
of its organization, and May 12, 1926, after which no more cases were received. 13,690
of these cases were decided. 7,950 of the disputes were of a more or less general nature
involving wage adjustments and revisions of working rules. The statistics are collected
in WOLF, op. cit. supra note 14, at 330.
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The public representatives (and especially the Chairman) were regarded
as prejudiced in favor of the. carriers and their immediate action on the
outbreak of the shopmen's strike in outlawing the strikers and forfeiting
their seniority rights was thought to be in strange contrast with the
procrastination of the board in dealing with the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company's sponsorship of company unions and refusal to deal with
outside labor organizations.
While labor became bitterly critical of the board, the railroads on
their part grew lukewarm in supporting it. Especially after certain wage
increases which the board granted in 1924, the carriers preferred to
negotiate wages directly with their employees.5 Notwithstanding the
troubled relations of the unions and the railroads, they succeeded in 1926
in agreeing upon a bill3" to take the place of the Transportation Act of
1920 and to set up new machinery of adjustment in place of the United
States Railroad Labor Board. And the fact that the bill passed Congress
practically in the form agreed upon was of immense significance. It
evidenced the rapid growth in union strength since the beginning of the
war and the ability of the numerous crafts to act together as a unit in
negotiations with the carriers upon a national basis. It evidenced also a
growing rapprochement between labor and management and a greater
recognition by the latter of the wisdom of acting jointly with the former.
The Act of 1926,37 in abolishing the United States Railroad Labor
Board, junked the idea of a national board attempting (though without
power) to act as a combined court and legislature, and went back to the
simpler principles of mediation and arbitration which had been worked
out before the war. The Act of 1926 simply took these principles and
the experience back of them, and elaborated the machinery a little. The
arbitration law, though still not made compulsory, was greatly improved
and a full-time board of mediation was set up. s This board was to
have no quasi-judicial or legislative functions; it was simply to bring
together the parties to a dispute and try to get them to settle, failing
-which they would be encouraged to resort to arbitration. If all else
failed, the law provided-and this was a new feature-that an emergency
board of investigatibn should be appointed by the President to investi-
gate and report on the dispute, no changes to occur in the meantime.39
35. See note 33, supra, for the story of these attitudes. See also Fmsr AiiAxL
REpoT OF THE NATIOrAL MfEDrATiou BoARD, op. cit. mtpra note 2, at 64.
36. For its history, see WoLFr, op. cit. supra note 14, at 407-416.
37. Supra note 1.
38. 44 STAT. 579, S0 (1926).
39. 44 STAT. 586 (1926): This provision, which is retained with slight changes
in the edsting law-48 STAi. 1197, 45 U.S. C. § 160 (1934)-has been little used. Frms
AxNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIONTAL MEDIATIoN BOARD, op. cit. .spra note 2, at 30, 31;
SECOND ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATiONzAL MEDIATIOt BoAn, op. cit supra note 2,
at 20-22.
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A period of calm began.4" The Act worked perfectly both from the
standpoint of most of the railroads and of their employees' except that
from the latter's point of view, there were two defects. In the first
place the machinery for adjudicating disputes arising under written agree-
ments was still unsatisfactory. In abolishing the United States Rail-
road Labor Board, the Act of 1926 set up no substitute judicial machinery,
but provided simply that national, regional, or local boards should be
- created by agreement between particular unions and particular carriers
or groups of carriers.4 ' While pursuant to this method a good many
boards were set up-some 300 in all-they were chiefly "system" "boards
(applying to a single carrier).42 In the minds of the union leaders, who
favored the creation of national adjustment boards modelled on those
of the war period, the system boards had a number of weaknesses.43
Being bi-partisan in structure, with no provision for neutrals, there were
frequently deadlocks which could not be resolved. 44 When cases were
decided, the decisions could not always be enforced.45 The same officials,
both union and carrier, who could not agree in their disputes and brought
them to the boards, also sat on the boards as members thereof, thus
making agreement more difficult.4 0 Furthermore, the local union officials
who sat on the boards were not always as forceful as the national officers
or as well acquainted with the history of the rules.47 (By "rule" is meant
any provision in an agreement between a union and a carrier governing
working conditions, rates of pay, etc.). As one commentator has said:
"A rule may appear entirely unreasonable to one unacquainted with its
history. But one who knows will remember that the rule was traded
for something else. One side does not grant concessions to the other,
it sells them." 4a Finally, local boards would give conflicting interpreta-
tions to rules which were more or less standard throughout the country,
with the result that the employees of one road would get better treatment
40. "Since the enactment of the Railway Labor Act in 1926 there has been an almost
unbroken record of peaceful settlement'of labor disputes on the railroads" FIRST ANNUAL
RFPORT OF THE NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD, op. cit. supra note 2, at 8.
41. 44 STAT. 578 (1926). The bill originally drafted by the unions provided definite-
ly for the creation of four national bodrds of adjustment modelled on the war-time boards
(supra, note 18), but in the compromises which led to agreement with the carriers upon
the measure finally presented to Congress (.rpra, note 36) the above formula, requiring
carrier consent to the setting up of boards, was substituted.
42. FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THz NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD, op. cit. ,opra
note 2, at 37.
43. For the union attitudes see WOLF, op. cit. sispra note 14, at 268-271.
44. FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIONAL MEDIATION .BOARD, op. cit. ,apra
note 2, at 38.
45. Ibid.
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under a particular rule than the employees of another road under the
same rule.49 Thus confusion and dissatisfaction followed. For all these
reasons the unions were amxious to return to a system of national ad-
justment boards such as had been in effect during the war.
The carriers on their part were satisfied with the system boards and
opposed any greater centralization of function. Just as the machinery
of the war period represented to the employees a model to be re-created
as nearly as possible, so it represented to the carriers the worst of all
possible arrangements. It meant that local needs, local practices, local
understandings about the way the rules should be applied, and so on,
would be brushed aside in favor of national pronouncements which would
standardize interpretations at the expense of flexibility and local custom.
Undoubtedly a deeper reason for the carriers' opposition to national ad-
justment boards was that the creation of such boards would necessarily
involve the recognition of many unions with -which the carriers were not
then dealing on their roads, and would also stimulate the growth of
union membership since the relief afforded by national boards could not
very well be obtained by employees who did not have union representa-
tives to act for them.5' The nature of the adjustment board set-up was
therefore a continuing matter of controversy.
The employees found the Act of 1926 deficient in one other respect.
Many of the carriers were still openly or covertly discouraging their
employees, apart from those in the train and engine service, from joining
the standard unions, and were instead sponsoring system associations or
company unions, participating more or less in the formation and operation
of these associations and sometimes giving them financial assistance and
other aid.12 The employees desired that these tactics be outlawed as well
as a: method by which the choice of the employees could be definitely estab-
lished when the carriers challenged the representative capacity of the
unions.
Both of these union objectives were realized in the 1934 amendments
to the Railway Labor Act. These amendments made more definite, the
obligation of the carriers to refrain from interfering with or influencing
their employees' choice of representatives, by specifying that such repre-
sentatives included labor unions 3 and also by making it unlawful for
carriers to use their funds in assisting company unions or to induce
49. WoLp, op. cit. .pra note 14, at 270.
50. Id. at 268.
51. See note 46 supra:
52. See STuATmENT op FmERA CO-ORDIINATOR op TnmisrorMTiou, Dec. 8, 1933, at
5-7, summarizing the responses to questionnaires sent by him in Sept., 1933, to all rail-
roads not dealing with the standard unions. Spe also Bm=umr A, V.'; Donmr, o . cit.
supra note 14, at 187-189.
53. 48 STAT. 1135, 45 U.S.C. §151 (1934).
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employees to join or remain members of such unions. 4 Criminal penalties
were attached to the violation of these provisions.*'
Moreover, the amendments created a new mediation board (the present
National Mediation Board) in place of the old one and not only gave it
the traditional functions of mediation but empowered it to conduct elec-
tions or to use other appropriate methods for ascertaining the choice of
representatives by employees in cases where such choice was disputed6 °
The provisions of the Act of 1926, -that the representatives selected by
the majority of any craft or class should speak for all, were continued.,,
Lastly, the amendments set up the National Railroad Adjustment Board,
with the judicial duties which have already been referred to. The mis-
take was not made, as in the case of the old United States Railroad Labor
Board, of mixing with the judicial duties, the duty of passing upon
disputes regarding wages and desired changes in agreements. Disputes
of this latter sort come under the jurisdiction of the National Mediation
Board, which endeavors to compose them and, failing that, to induce the
parties to submit to arbitration."3 If arbitration fails, the President may
appoint an emergency board"0 to investigate and report as provided in
the 1926 Act.
PROCEDURE
The National Railroad Adjustment Board is located in Chicago.00
that being the most important railroad center in the country, and for
carrier and union officials alike, the most convenient location. All
cases presented to the Board originate in the field, generally in the
form. of a claim by an employee, or by several employees, for
money. To take a concrete case: 6 ' some employees are working in
a signal repair shop of a carrier. They are being paid at rates lower
than those prescribed in an agreement between the Brotherhood of
Railroad Signalmen of America and the carrier; they want to'
be 'paid at the prescribed rates and also to collect the difference be-
tween what they have been paid and what they should have been paid.
54. 48 STAT. 1186, Fourth, 45 U. S. C. § 152, Fourth (1934).
55. Id. Tenth.
56. Id. Ninth. Generally in such cases a secret ballot is taken. Most of these
elections have presented a choice between a standard union and a system association or
"company union" and in the great majority of cases the former has been chosen by
the men. For the statistics, see FiRsT ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIONAL MEDIATION
BoA, op. cit. supra note 2, at 15-19 and SECOND AwNuAL REPORT OF TE NATIONAL
MEDIATION BOARD, op. cit. supra note 2, at 7-10.
57. 48 STAT. 1186, Ninth, 45 U. S. C. § 152, Ninth (1934).
58. 48 STAT. 1195, Third, 45 U. S. C. § 155, Third (1934).
59. Supra note 39.
60. 48 STAT. 1189, First (r), 45 U.S. C. § 153, First (r) (1934):
61. Nat. R. R. Adj. Board, Third Div., Award 247, Docket SG-246 (1936).
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The question at issue is whether the type of work they are doing is the
type covered by the agreement between their Brotherhood and the car-
rier. This agreement governs the wage rates and working conditions of
all men engaged in "the installation, maintenance, repairs and construc-
tion of signal apparatus and all other work recognized as signal work."
The carrier asserts that the shop in question is in reality an experimental
laboratory in which none of the work, or at best only an incidental
portion of it, falls within the scope of the agreement. But the employees
contend that the so-called "laboratory" work is only incidental, and even
then is work generally performed on other carriers by signalmen classified
and paid as signalmen in accordance with similar agreements between
those carriers and the Brotherhood; and that in any event the bulk of
the work is ordinary signalmen's work. Thus the claim turns upon ques-
tions of construction and fact.
The claim will normally be taken up by the local chairman of the union
with the appropriate local railroad official. If disallowed, it will be con-
sidered by others in the respective hierarchies, the final discussion being
between the general chairman of the union (the highest craft official of
the union on the particular road) and the carrier's chief operating officer.G-
If these tvo men, who between them settle or otherwise peacefully dis-
pose of a multitude of claims each year, cannot reach an agreement, the
general chairman may, and normally does, decide to take the case to the
Board.
If the facts are not in dispute, the parties may make a joint submission
to the Board. 3 In the case put, the parties disagree as to the quantity
and nature of the particular operations being performed in the shop, and
also as to the kind of work being carried on in similar shops on other
roads. A joint submission, therefore, is not feasible (and this, unfortu-
nately, is the situation in the majority of cases that reach the Board).
The procedure6 then is as follows:
The union serves written notice upon the appropriate Division of the
Board (in this case the Third Division, which has jurisdiction of signal-
men) of its intention to file an ex parte submission within 30 days. The
notice must state the question involved and give a "brief description" of
the dispute (the description is ordinarily exceedingly brief). The execu-
tive secretary of the Division thereupon sends the carrier a copy of the
notice and requests that the carrier's submission be filed within the same
62. The Act provides that disputes, before they can be considered by the Board,
must be "handled in the usual manner up to and including the chief operating officer of
the carrier.' 4S STAT. 1189, First (i), 45 U. S. C. § 153, First (i) (1934).
63. 48 STAT. 1189, First (i), 45 U.S. C. § 153, First (i) (1934); NATIoztAL RA,-
Ro ADJUS T ENT BoAD, ORGANZATION AND Cmrnm RuLEs OF Pr.ocEME, Circular
No. 1 issued Oct. 10, 1934, "Form of Submission!'
64. Ibid.
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period of time. Within the 30 days, then, both parties will have filed
"submissions."
That of the union corresponds to a combined complaint and a brief.
It recites in narrative form the facts relied on by the union and the rea-
sons-ethical, logical or technical-why the claim should be sustained.
More often than not it contains descriptions of similar claims which
have been presented to and allowed by the carrier in the past, and
references to prior decisions of some other tribunal such as the United
States Railroad Labor Board, or one of the post-war system or regional
boards, or one of the national war-time adjustment boards. There may
be numerous exhibits setting forth not only these precedents, but copies
of letters, and even copies of affidayits or of signed statements (but not
the originals). The submission is prepared and signed by the general
chairman of the union; it is not verified and it is highly informal in style.
The carrier's submission is quite similar, consisting of a medley of
factual allegations, arguments, and appeals to precedents. It is likewise
signed but not verified and is written by a lay official and not a lawyer.
Unlike an answer in an ordinary law suit, the carrier has had to frame
and file its submission without having seen the union's submission. The
carrier, of course, knows what the union is asking for, because the copy
of the union's notice to the Division (which is all the carrier has received)
sets it forth, and the carrier also knows what the shooting is about be-
cause its chief operating officer is familiar with the dispute. But the
carrier does not always know the precise arguments the union will advance
in its submission, or the past settlements and precedents which it will cite.
So the carrier puts in all the argurpents which occur to it at the moment,
and cites settlements and precedents favorable to its view. Of course
the carrier tries to anticipate what the union will say, but not always with
complete success.
Thus the two documents often do not jibe. You do not have the
union asserting something and the carrier either admitting or denying it,
which would be of real assistance to the Division (and particularly to a
referee, if one is later called in) in getting at the issues. Generally, the
issues are not fully joined until the oral hearing before the Division,
which is set as promptly as possible. The officials on both sides who come
to the hearing (the unions are never, and the carriers almost never, repre-
sented by counsel at those hearings) generally bring with them rebuttal
statements replying each to the other's submission. IFrequently these
rebutters contain new statements of fact. But the evidentiary status of
the rebuttal statements is a little obscure. The rules of the Board°" pro-
vide that the parties are "charged with the duty and responsibility of in-
cluding in their original written submission all known relevant, argu-
65. Supra, note 64.
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mentative facts and documentary evidence." There is no formal pro-
vision in the rules for rebuttal statements; they are filed (if any are
prepared) at the time of the hearing, and are regarded mere3 as sum-
marizing the oral arguments. In some cases only one party files such
a statement; in others neither does so. In arguments before me as referee
with the First Division I was occasionally urged to disregajrd facts al-
leged in a rebuttal statement, on the theory that the record on which the
case was to be decided consisted only of the original submissions. I do
not recall any such argument by members of the Third Division. (I did
not sit with.the Second and Fourth Divisions, and since these Divisions
are relatively inactive 0 their procedure will not be discussed in this
article.)
In practice I gave as much weight to the rebuttal statements as to the
original submissions, and I feel sure that the other referees did like-
wise. It must be kept in mind that a referee is not called in until after
a case has been argued before a Division and has been deadlocked. Sub-
sequently, when the referee sits, the case is reargued for his benefit
by the members of the Division, pro and con (one of the labor members
and one of the carrier members being primarily charged with the pre-
sentation of the case, the others joining in as they see fit). Save in
exceptional cases the referee does not hear argument from the parties
themselves. He therefore welcomes the rebuttal statements as evidence
of what the parties actually said about each other's submissions. Occa-
sionally, in the Division's oral re-hash of the case before the referee,
he is told of some fact that one party or the other -had alleged at the
hearing which is not contained either in the original submissions or in
the rebuttal statements. Where the fact seemed important, and both
the labor and carrier members agreed that it had been alleged, I have
given it some weight, especially where its truth was not disputed. There
is no stenographic record of the hearing, no testimony at any point in
the proceedings, and no attempt whatever to apply legal rules of evi-
dence.
Fortunately, fewer cases than one would suppose turn upon contested
issues of fact, for even in the majority of cases which consist of cX parte
and not joint submissions, the really relevant facts are generally not in
dispute, and the question is purely one of construction. But this is not
universally true, and where the record discloses a substantial disagree-
ment on the facts, the referee's task is not an easy one.
The entire Division, with rare exceptions, attends every hearing. Oc-
casionally an oral hearing is not requested by either party, in which event
66. From December 3, 1934, when the first hearings began, to June 30, 1936, the
Second Division decided only 63 cases, of which only 11 required a referee, and the
Fourth Division only 6, with no deadlocks. FmnsT ATID SEcounD A InUAL Rroa o3 OTE
NATiONAL .EDiKo" BoARD, loc. cit. upra note 2.
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the Division decides the case on the basis of the original submission.
But in most instances a hearing is- held, and it may consume anywhere
from an hour or two to a day. The First and Third Divisions are
almost constantly engaged either in hearings or in ptesenting cases-to
referees. The cases are arranged, heard and decided in batches coming
up from a particular carrier and a particular union; those which involve
the same point and the same rule of an agreement are grouped together
so that the decision of one will control the decision of the others.
After hearings have been concluded, the Division proceeds as expe-
ditiously as possible to decide the cases. Each Division being bi-partisan,
and the members of each group tending almost always to vote the same
way, the unanimous vote of a Division is generally necessary to decide
a case. In the decision of cases each Division acts in effect as a separate
board; the precedents established by one are not controlling on another.
The Board as such is a unit only in fiscal matters and in adopting formal
rules of procedure.
When a case is deadlocked it is set aside, and when a sufficient num-
ber have accumulated - anywhere from twenty to fifty or more - a
referee is called in to decide them. The Act provides that the Division
shall select the referee, but that if it is unable to do so, the National
Mediation Board shall make the appointment. 7 In only one instance,"8
at least up to the close of the last fiscal year, has a Division been able
to agree upon a referee.
When a referee is called in to sit with a Division he is given the
dockets of the deadlocked cases, consisting of the submissions, the re-
buttal statements (if any) and the formal correspondence with the
Division. He studies a group of dockets and then sits with the entire
Division, generally in a day-long session. The procedure in each case
is the same. A labor member of the Division argues the salient points
as he sees them. A carrier member replies. In the Third Division each
of these two gives the referee a typewritten brief of his argument. In
the First Division, which is greatly pressed for time, this practice is
not followed. The referee then asks all the questions which occur to
him, different members joining in the discussion; and the session lasts
as long as the referee feels it necessary. If, later on, when he is prepar-
ing his decision, he wishes further argument on a particular point, he
may re-open the matter at a subsequent session or (generally) discuss
the case informally with the two members primarily in charge of it.
Thus the referee, when he is sitting with the Division, is really in the
position of a judge with five able advocates on one side and five on the
other. The labor members are all vice-presidents of national or inter-
67. 48 STAT. 1189, First (1), 45 U.S. C. § 153, First (1) (1934).
68. FxtsT ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD, op. cit. sispra
note 2, at 39.
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national unions, men up from the railroad ranks with long practical
experience; the carrier members, for the most part, are men who have
had to do with employees' claims back on the roads.
Occasionally a carrier asks the privilege of arguing its case orally
before a referee. Permission to do this has been granted by the Third
Division in several cases, in one of which I was acting as referee.
Necessarily the union, in such a case, will wish to argue also, and delays
are inevitable in fixing a time when the representatives of both sides
can be present. Experience has also shown that the arguments before
the referee will be longer, and by no means more illuminating, when
the parties themselves appear than when the Division members alone
present the cases to the referee. In the latter event he can, by question-
ing, get more rapidly to the point; when the parties appear in person
(the carrier generally having counsel to supplement the officials) and
have come long distances to make their formal arguments, courtesy
prevents the referee from shutting off irrelevancies. The labor members
of the First Division, whose dockets are over-crowded, have, however,
consistently refused the request of carriers to be heard in this fashion
before referees, and I understand that in only one instance did a referee,
troubled by due process considerations, consent on his own responsibility
to hear the arguments. In that instance the members did not attend.
I do not think that this refusal to hear the carrier denies due process,
for the carrier members of the Division are in substance the paid agents-
at-large for all the railroads; and having heard the parties and being
soaked in the record, they will impress the referee with the carrier's
position quite as forcefully as any officials or lawyers could do.
OPIxIoxs AND AWARDs
When the referee has heard all the argument he can absorb, he retires,
and attempts to reach his conclusions. Generally this necessitates going
through the entire record of each case from beginning to end, and read-
ing and comparing the various precedents which have been cited in the
submissions and by individual members of the Division. In one case
on which I sat some forty prior awards of the Third Division were
cited by the two sides, and to understand the full meaning of some of
these awards, I had to go back to the dockets and study the original
submissions and other papers in the files. Often the arguments before
me consisted almost entirely of debates about the meaning and appli-
cability of particular precedents.
The several classes of precedents, and their approximate order of
importance are: 1. A previous award by the same Division before which
the case is pending; 2. In the case of a rule originally promulgated by
the Director General during the war, his own published interpretation
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of that rule;" 3. A previous award by another Division of the Board;
4. A previous award in some similar controversy between the parties,
handed down by some one of the system or regional boards which were
set up in the '20's;70 5. Decisions of the United States Railroad Labor
Board.7' (In the First Division the labor members refuse to attach
any importance to these decisions, whether they are favorable or not,
on the ground that the Board'was a biased body; and unions and carriers
alike cite the decisions much more infrequently than in the Third Divi-
sion where, as will be explained, fewer precedents of other sorts are
available); 6. Decisions of system or regional boards in controversies
not between the parties but involving the same, or almost the same, rule
as the one in controversy. This order of importance is not a fixed one
and has not consciously been adopted by the Board, but I think it ex-
presses fairly accurately the prevailing instincts of the members.
A final type of precedent should be mentioned, though it cannot be
assigned any order of importance with even approximate accuracy. That
is local custom-the way the particular rule in dispute has been inter-
preted in practice on the carrier. If this practice has been sufficiently
evidenced (as by exchange of letters) and has been sufficiently defined
and repeated to constitute in effect an agreed-upon interpretation, it
ought to be controlling. But such instances are relatively rare. More
typical are cases where a rule has been applied a certain way in handling
some particular claim, or in handling several claiins at intervals, but
there is no evidence that the parties intended to agree upon a binding
interpretation for the future. Frequently the carrier, in conceding a
claim, or the union, in abandoning one, will state that the action is
taken "without prejudice" to future claims of a similar nature. Some-
times this formula is so regularly used as to mean nothing; in other
cases it has a real significance as indicating that the particular concession
was made to help the settlement of other pending matters, or to get rid
of a claim that had become a nuisance, or for some similar reason having
nothing to do with the merits. In still other cases practices mnay occur
which are inconsistent with the apparent meaning of a rule, but there
is no other evidence of the interpretation placed on it, and the practices
in question may be sporadic and casual, or constant and well-recognized.
. These variations in the kinds of local practice make difficult problems
for the Board, and especially for referees who, lacking practical rail-
69. These interpretations, published as described in note 17, supra, resulted from
questions by carriers or unions as to the meaning of thig or that rule, and the answers
of the Director General. The interpretations have a certain titular quaintness: one is
referred, for example, to "Interpretation No. 4 to Addendum No. 2 to Supplement No.
4 to General Order 27: Question and Decision by the Director General.'
70. Supra notes 28, 29, 42.
71. Supra note 30.
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road experience, cannot easily evaluate their importance. In general
the carriers have been more insistent on the Board's observing local prac-
tices than have the unions, for two reasons. In the first place, the prac-
tices have more often been contrary to, than consistent with, the inter-
pretations now sought by the unions from the Board-partly because the
unions naturally wish to expand the rules in favorable directions, even
in the teeth of contrary practices, and partly because, prior to the estab-
lishment of the Board, carriers here and there persisted, over the protest
of the unions, in disregarding the fairly evident meaning of particular
rules and now wish to cite these practices as evidence of what was un-
derstood. In the second place, the unions desire a uniform national
interpretation of those rules which are more or less standard on all
carriers, so that the employees of one carrier may not fare worse than
those of another under the same, or nearly the same, rule. To get this
uniformity it is necessary to disregard varying local practices.
The referees have pretty much, I think, accepted the desirability of
a uniform interpretation- of .standard rules, and have disregarded local
practices except where they amounted to an agreed-upon interpretation,
or where they shed some light on a rule never previously construed. Such
has been my own approach. In non-deadlocked cases, the Divisions,
anxious to arrive at a conclusion, have been more apt to rely on local
practices as the basis of their decisions than have the referees.
In these various ways the Divisions are busy building up their own
common law, and it is curious to note how seriously their lay members
treat the precedents and with what skill they are able to urge that this
case should be distinguished or that analogy applied. It is interesting
also to note that the "equities," save in the relatively rare "grievance"
cases, of discipline or refusal to promote,72 are not, in theory at least,
considered. All the members agree that the question in every case (save
the ones just mentioned) is what the contract means, and this question
must be answered as a cold-blooded matter of construction, however
inequitable the outcome. That a referee, or a Division without a referee,
should reach a manifestly unfair result in a particular case by strict
application of the rules and precedents is considered far better than to
do equity by glossing over or reading exceptions into the rules or by
disregarding clear precedents.
I have received the distinct impression that laymen in a judicial posi-
tion are quite as eager as lawyers in pursuing, and quite as contentious
in dissecting, the available precedents; and that precedents are thus
magnified not because of any notion of the social desirability of certainty
72. The Act provides that the Board shall have jurisdiction of disputes "growing
out of grievances or out of the interpretation or application of agreements." 48 STAT.
1189, First (i), 45 U. S. C. § 153, First (i) (1934).
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but because they are a godsend to men harrassed by the necessity of
making up their minds in close cases and of justifying their decisions
when made. I have concluded also that lay judges are fully as hard-
boiled as ordinary judges in cleaving to the result, however harsh, which
precedent or the letter of the contract dictates, and are equally loath to
commit themselves upon moot or hypothetical questions.
There is a sharp difference between the First and Third Divisions in
the forms of their decisions. The substance of each decision (after the
claim has been stated in a sentence or two) consists of findings and an
award. The following findings and award 8 show the practice adopted
by the First Division.
"FINDINGS.-The First Division of the Adjustment Board,
upon the whole record, and all the evidence, finds that:
"The carrier or carriers and the employee or employees involved
in this dispute are respectively carrier and employee within the
meaning of the Railway Labor Act, as approved June 21, 1934.
"This Division of the Adjustment Board has jurisdiction over
the dispute involved herein.
"The parties to said dispute were given due notice of hearing
thereon.
"The evidence indicates that the movements made did not consti-
tute switching under Article I-R.
AWARD
"Claim denied."
It will be noted that, except for the purely jurisdictional recitals, the
findings consist of a single sentence ("The evidence indicates that the
movements made did not constitute switching under Article I-R") which
constitutes the nub of the whole decision. Rarely does this central
finding consist of more than a sentence or two. To a lay reader the
sentence quoted above is meaningless. In order that it may be more
intelligible the findings in their printed form are preceded by the em-
ployees' statement of facts taken from their submission, and a statement
of their position (likewise extracted from the submission), followed by
the management's statement of facts and a statement of its position
derived- similarly from its submission. From these rival statements it
is easy to determine what theq controversy is about, but it is not easy
to determine from the laconic findings the real basis upon which the
decision was reached.
In the Third Division, by contrast, the rival statements of employees
and management are entirely omitted and the findings themselves, after
the jurisdictional recitals, set forth concisely but intelligibly the facts
73. Nat. R. R. Adj. Board, First Div., Award 156, Docket 274 (1935).
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of what occurred and the method of reasonihg by which the Division
has arrived at its award.
These striking differences are due to several factors. The First Divi-
sion is overburdened with cases74 and under great time pressure, and the
form of its decisions is the least time-consuming which can be devised.
So little is really said in the controlling sentence or two that internal
debates over phraseology are reduced to a minimum. But the Third
Division is abreast of its work"5 and can afford the time to prepare
findings which actually tell the story of what happened and of what was
in the Division's mind. Another explanation of the difference is that
most of the unions whose cases go to the First Division, such as the
four train and engine service brotherhoods, have had a much longer
record of collective dealing with the carriers than the unions represented
in the Third Division,70 and precedents are much more numerous; the
laconic style of the findings reflects the confidence of the Division in
what it is doing. The Third Division is engaged to a far greater extent
in making its own precedents and therefore its instinct is to explain
itself more fully. Finally, the brotherhoods represented in the First
Division, unlike (with some exceptions) those in the Third, were repre-
sented on the post-war regional and system boards, and these boards,
some of whose labor members now sit on the First Division, adopted
exactly the same form of award, consisting of the rival contentions and
a crisp sentence or two of conclusion, as that which quite naturally was
taken over by the First Division.
The forms of the decisions in each Division are substantially the same
in cases decided by referees as in those not deadlocked. In the First
Division, for example, all that the referee does after he has finally made
up his mind is to inform the Division whether he has decided to deny
or sustain the claim, at the same time suggesting a sentence or two for
the crucial part of the findings (the rest of the findings being a matter
of routine form as described above-so routine and automatic that the
referee has nothing to do with its preparation). If he permits his im-
pulse for self-expression to carry him beyond a sentence or two he will,
with rare exceptions, precipitate a controversy between the losing mem-
74. Up to June 30, 1936, 2,884 cases had been docketed (of which 167 were later
withdrawn) and 1,398 had been heard. SEcoND A-NzuAL RErorT OF TnE NATIOrAL
MEDIATION BOARD, op. cit. supra note 2, at 41. The feat of hearing 1,393 =ses in about
19 months-an average of about 73 a month-is remarlable. Some of the cases, however,
turn upon the same question and are between the same parties so that the hearing of
one suffices for alL
75. In the fiscal year 1936, 200 cases were docketed, and there were 179 hearings
and 214 awards (covering some cases heard in the previous fiscal year). SEcozw ArnUAL
REPORT OF THE NATIONA.L MEMAnioN BOARD, op. d. mipra note 2 at 44.
76. See note 5, supra, for the jurisdiction of the several Divisions.
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bers, who wish to confine-the findings to the narrowest compass, and
the winning members, who welcome any expansive implications in the
proposed language. Sometimes, of course, the language does not suit
the winning side because it is felt to be unduly restricted or to base the
decision on the wrong ground. But generally the pressure is to confine,
rather than enlarge, the scope of the findings. Since the referee is only
one member of the Division, so that one side or the other must vote
with him to make a binding award, he cannot insist upon his own pre-
dilections in the matter of form at the expense of alienating both sides.
In the Third Division, as in the First, the referees compose their
findings in the form adopted by the Division for non-deadlocked cases.
This means that in the Third Division each referee is required to make
specific findings 6f fact and to write a full explanation of the basis of
the aiward. He is expected to discuss the rival contentions of the parties
and the precedents cited to him by both sides; and the findings, except
for the jurisdictional recitals, read and look exactly like a judicial
opinion. Naturally when the findings are presented to the Division
for a vote there is apt to be more extended argument about their form
and phraseology than occurs in the First Division.
TiE SUBSTANCE OF THE CASES
I cannot possibly, within the confines of this article, attempt to classify
and describe the various types of cases which come.before the Board.
Out of an almost endless variety, however, I shall select for brief
comment a few of the frequently recurring types, not for the purpose
of attempting a rounded description of the Board's work, but rather
to suggest the subtle mixture of human, economic and legal problems
which inhere in most of the cases.
Questions of discipline or refusal to promote (constituting "griev-
ances") are reviewable by the Board but fortunately are not frequently
presented." The tendency of the Board in these cases has quite properly
been to uphold the management unless it acted arbitrarily or in bad
faith. For example, a telegrapher was dismissed by a carrier on the
ground that he had negligently quoted an incorrect rate to an inquiring
shipper, who proceeded as a consequence to ship by another road. Some
months later he was offered reinstatement. His claim for wages lost
between the time of his dismissal (which he claimed was unjustified)
and his reinstatement was dismissed. 8 Another telegrapher was denied
the right to fill a vacant position which his seniority entitled him to fill,
77. Out of 394 awards by the First Division in the fiscal year "1934-35, only 15
involved grievances. FiRsT ANxuL RFORT OF THE NATi NAL MEDIATIO BOARD, Op. Cit.
supra note 2, at'49-51.
78. Nat. R. R. Adj. Board, Third Div., Award 232 (1936).
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on the ground that a physical defect rendered his service in that position
unsafe. He was offered a less desirable position where he would not
have to cross tracks in connection with his duties, and the management's
action was upheld by the Board." In another case a carpenter was denied
the position of foreman, which his seniority entitled him to fill, on the
ground of inefficiency. It -was shown, however, that he had served as
a relief foreman upon five different occasions over a period of sLx years,
without complaint by the carrier, and the Board ruled that he should
have been given the position and reimbursed for loss of the additional
pay which he would have received.80
Questions turning upon the meaning of certain types of designated
service frequently arise. An agreement, for example, provides additional
pay for engine men when engaged in "snow plow service." The defini-
tion of "snow plow service" in the agreement is vague, and a case arises
in which three engines are used to push a stalled train during a blizzard.
Are they engaged in snow-plow service?"' On all the roads "hostlers"
are employed to service and handle engines at particular points (taking
them from the main track to the round-house, equipping them with oil
and water, etc.) ; but the exact scope of the duties has never been clearly
defined, and therefore the Board receives a great many cases requiring
it to determine whether work of this sort or that constitutes hostling2t
Similarly, an agreement provides that work-trains in yards shall be
manned by certain engine crews. A carrier uses a "clam shell" (a self-
propelled steam shovel running on tracks) to do certain work in and about
the yard, and the question is whether the work is clam shell work or work-
train work, for if it is the latter, then a particuiai engine crew should
have been used, and although not used should be paid. Firemen and
engine men engaged in "short turn-around service" are compensated in
a certain way; what constitutes "short turn-around service" and under
what circumstances is the particular rule applicable?" And so forth
and so on.
The depression, with its strain upon the finances of the roads, induced
them to take severe measures of economy. Many of the fruits of these
measures have come and are still coming before the scrutiny of the
Board. Employees claim, for example, that positions were abolished in
79. Id., Award 235 (1936).
go. Id., Award 214 (1936).
81. Nat R. R. Adj. Board, First Div., Award 1480 (1936).
82. See, for exanmple, id., Awards 1454, 1477, 1491, 1450, 1451, 1452, 1453, 1454
(1936).
83. See id., Award 1497 (1936). In this case, in which as in the others cited in
notes 78-92 mtpra, 84-8B infra (except as otherwise indicated) I served as referee, the
carrier members filed a dissenting opinion.
84. See id., Award 1456 (1936).
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name though not in fact for the sake of reclassification at lower rates;
that alleged guarantees of so many days a week or so many hours a
day were violated: that employees in one classification were being re-
quired to perform additional duties properly belonging to men of another
classification; and so on.
For example, an agreement between the Brotherhood of Railway and
Steamship Clerks, Freight Handlers, Express and Station Employees
and a certain carrier provided that "callers" in freight stations should
be paid a certain rate and "truckers" another. Both callers and truckers
had various duties to perform in connection with the unloading, sorting,
marking, trucking (by hand) and trans-shipment of freight. The carrier
abolished the position of caller; the employees affected exercised their
seniority by displacing junior men employed as truckers, and later claimed
that they were still in fact performing the duties of callers and should
be compensated retroactively at the callers' rate. The Board decided that
the position of caller had been abolished only in name, that the men
were performing substantially the same duties as before the change and
were entitled to compensation as though the change had not occurred.8 5
Another case more difficult to decide involved this question: when the
work of a given employee's position has so fallen off that it is occupy-
ing only about 60% of his time, does the carrier violate its agreement
with his union when it abolishes his position and divides the remainder
of his work up among lower paid employees filling distinctly different
positions from the one which was abolished? A rule of the agreement
provided that "established positions shall not be discontinued and new
ones created under a different title covering relatively the same class of
work for the purpose of reducing the rate of pay or evading the appli-
cation of these rules." There was no dispute that if the complaining
employee's job had consumed all or substantially all of his time, the
carrier could not properly have abolished the position and assigned the
duties to men with lower and different classifications. The question was
whether the falling off of the work to 60% of the man's time was a
change of substance justifying the abolition of the positibn, or a change
of degree not justifying such action. The Board ultimately reached the
decision, aided by an analagous prior ruling, that where a given position
required the majority of a man's working time its duties could not be
assigned-to men with lower classifications.80
These "depression cases," which are still coming before the Board,
have been among the hardest to decide, and certainly the most important
in the amounts of money involved and in the principles established. Here,
for example, is a clause in an agreement which, according to the em-
85. Nat. R. R. Adj. Board, Third Div. Award 220 (1936).
86. Id., Award 236 (1936).
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ployees' view, promises them that all telephone work of a certain sort
at particular points will be performed by telegraph operators and not by
trainmen. At one of these points the work falls off so drastically as a
result of operating changes and reduced traffic as to be negligible in
quantity (though of regular daily occurrence). Is the carrier compelled
by the particular language of the rule and the precedents established un-
der it to maintain operators to do the work? Or, since they will be idle
most of the time, can they not be dispensed with and the trainmen
allowed to use the telephone upon the few daily occasions when that is
necessary? The Board found against the carrier, construing the clause as.
a binding undertaking designed to protect a particular class of employees
against displacement, and held that in the absence of any exception in
the rule to cover cases involving very little work, the rule must be in-
flexibly applied. s8
In the train and engine service a sharp line is drawn between train and
engine men engaged in yard work and those engaged in road work. It
often happens that a yard crew will be sent out beyond the yard to do
road service, where for some reason a road crew is not available for
the job to be done. Sometimes also road crews upon arriving at their
terminal are used to do switching in the yard-work which normally
belongs to yardmen. The doctrine has been developed in a series of
awards that (subject to certain exceptions which need not here be noted)
when a yardman goes outside the yard and performs road service, he
becomes, as it were, a roadman for the time being, since he is doing the
work which marks a roadman; and therefore he is entitled to receive
pay for that work as a roadman and not as a yardman. Since the normal
agreement covering yardmen provides that they shall receive eight hours
pay for a day's work, no matter how few hours they may actually be
used, and since the normal roadmens' agreement contains a similar eight-
hour guarantee, the yardman who on a given day is first used for a few
hours in the yard and then is used outside the yard for half an hour
or so is entitled to claim not only his full day's pay as a yardman; but
also a full day's pay as a roadman. He gets two days pay though he
worked only one. The converse doctrine obtains where the roadman is
used to do a little yard work. He gets paid a day as a roadman and he
also get paid a day as a yardman, though both his road work and his
yard work combined consumed only one day or less than one day. The
doctrine has been further developed that if a yardman's job is abolished
and the remaining yard work is performed by a roadman, not only is
the roadman entitled to two days pay for one day's work as already
described, but the yardman whose job was abolished is entitled to claim
87. Id., Award 244 (1936), with a vigorous dissenting opinion by the carrier mem-
bers. Decided the same way, on the basis of this case, were Awards 245 and 246 (1936).
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pay for each day on which the work which should have been his was
given to the roadman.
From the point of view of the carriers, the doctrines just described 8
are not only bad law but uneconomical and unjustifiably burdensome.
From the point of view of the employes, the maintenance of a sharp,
clear line between yard and road work is essential to preserve the prin-
ciple of seniority. The yardmen are in one seniority class and the road-
men in another. 'This means, for instance, that when a yardman's position
becomes vacant by death or resignation, the senior yardman is entitled
.to bid it in, but no roadman will have any right at all to bid. Similarly
when roadmen's jobs are to be filled, only roadmen may bid for them
in the order of seniority, and yardmen are excluded. Now this is not
a purely arbitrary scheme. On the contrary, train and engine men ex-
perienced only in yard work are not always competent to operate engines
and trains on the road, where signals and various technical rules may
not be familiar to them. Hence it is desirable that yardmen's positions
shall be filled by yardmen and roadmen's positions-by roadmen. But if
you permit roadmen, whenever economy dictates, to do a little yard
work, and yardmen to go out and do a little road work, you will be
breaking down the distinctions betveen the two categories and destroy-
ing the whole basis of the two seniority systems.
For these reasons (upon which I do not presume to pass judgment)
and no doubt also for the purpose of saving jobs, the unions have stren-
uously resisted the making of any exceptions to the doctrines described
above. It will doubtless be difficult for the carriers to obtain, by revisions
of the agreements, the desirdd leeway in shifting and abolishing jobs and
positions, unless they are willing to make a retirement allowance or other
equitable provision for eniployees displaced in the process. Technological
developments (larger locomotives, longer runs, labor-saving devices) 80
as well as the effects of the depression, have cut savagely into the ranks
of the erhployees, some 200,000 of whom lost their jobs from 1923 to
1929 and some 700,000 in the next four years, with not much re-em-
ployment since then. 0 It is not surprising that after this wholesale laying
off of men the unions should cling to the letter of the rules, however
uneconomical the result from the point of view of the employers. In
88. See Nat. R. R. Adj. Board, First Div. Awards 1508, 1509, 1510 (1936)-with
dissenting opinions by the carrier members. The doctrine of these cases, in my view at
least, was a continuation of that developed in First Div. Awards 429, 448, 449, 450, 451,
452, 466, 857, 1052, 1288, 1289, 1291, 1292, 1322-cases in which I did not sit, but only
one of which was decided -without a referee.
89. See REPoRT OF TiE F ERAL. CO-ORDINATOR OF TRANSPORTATIOx (1934), op. cit.
supra note 12, at 34, 66, 85; BRowN AuD AssociATFs, op. cit. mspra note 27, at 119, 120.
90. In 1923 the average number of employees was 1,879,770; in 1929, 1,686,769; in
1933, 970,893. REPORT OF THE FEDERAL Co-oRDNATOR OF TRAuSPoRTATIO (1934),
op. cit. supra note 12, at 34.
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the light of the recent agreement betveen the standard unions and the,
principal carriers, providing allowances for men thereafter displaced by
consolidations, it is reasonable to e-xpect that needed revisions of the
working rules might be brought about if adequate provision were made
for those who are bound, as a result of the revisions, to suffer at least
temporarily.'
JuDicmL REvEw
The statute gives no right of appeal to either carriers or unions from
an adverse decision of the Board. The Board has no powers of enforce-
ment, and therefore non-compliance by a carrier may continue with
impunity unless the union acts to obtain compliance. This the union
can do in two ways: first, by petitioning the appropriate United States
District Court for an order enforcing the Board's award0 2 pursuant tQ
the procedure laid down by the statute; and secondly, by economic pres-
sure. The first course has not been adopted. Out of 1,616 awards
handed down by the four Divisions up to Jtuly 30, 1936,11 of which
considerably over half must have been in favor of the employees, not
one was taken to court for an enforcement order, and the presumption
is either that the carriers willingly complied in all these cases, or that,
in some of the cases where the carriers did not at first comply, compliance
was brought about by threatened strikes."-
91. Effective June 18, 1936, an agreement was entered into between the 21 standard
railway unions and the principal carriers providing dismissal allowances for employees
affected by unifications of terminals, consolidations or mergers. For the text, see N. Y.
Times, May 22, 1936, p. 1, col. 1. With this agreement as a precedent, its principle
might well be extended to protect employees adversely affected by rule revisions. For
data as to existing dismissal compensation plans see ruonr OF'Tm Fnznm. CoD-onaa
or TRA sPoRTATIoN (1934), op. cit. supra note 12, at 131-140.
92. 48 STAT. 1189, First (p), 45 U. S. C. § 153, First (p) (1934).
93. FiRsT AND SEcoxD ANmuA REoRrs or THE NATiozAL MNrxnTon Boun, op.
cit. supra note 2, at 43-57 and 39-46 respectively.
94. Fmsr AauAL REPORT or T E NTA TI iTAL MEMATion BoArM, op. cit. zitpra
note 2, at 29, the Board stated that: "The act provides that if an award is not
complied with the party in whose favor it is made may apply to a United States District
Court for enforcement, and employees are freed of the costs of such action. In one case,
however, a strike of 4,500 employees -.vas threatened because the employees insisted
that the carrier was obligated to obey the decision, and if any court action was to be
taken the carrier should take the initiative in asking for a court order to set aside the
award.
'In view of the threatened strike which would have seriously interrupted transportation
service, the Board assumed jurisdiction on its own motion, not of the merits of the de-
cisions of the Adjustment Board, but of the proper process of affirming or setting aside
the awards. After 2 weeks of negotiations, an agreement vas reached and the case
amicably settled." In SEcoND ANNUAL REoRT or Tan NATioiTAL MEDIATiou BoAm,
op. cit. supra note 2, at 34, the Board states that: "Some railroad managements have
insisted that the awards of the Adjustment Board were not enforceable and therefore
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The net result is that, with one exception,95 no judicial review of the
Board's capacity, procedure or decisions has been had, and none is likely
to be had. Under these circumstances it is all the more important that
the Board's procedure be placed upon the fairest possible basis; and as
to this a few suggestions will presently be made.
EVALUATION OF THE BOARD'S WORK
In providing a medium for the peaceful decision of the multitude of
disputes inevitably arising under contracts written by laymen and couched
in the relatively loose language which so often results from the com-
promises of collective bargaining, the Board is performing an invaluable
function. The history of the railroad industry seems to demonstrate that
the establishment and maintenance of satisfactory relations betveen labor
and management (given the essential prerequisites of trained, seasoned
and intelligent labor leaders, patient and dispassionate managers, and a
relative equilibrium of bargaining power) depend upon the following
factors: (1) the frank recognition of the right of employees to or-
ganize and to select representatives of their own choosing to deal with
management, whether these representatives be employees, non-employees,
or labor unions as entities; (2) the frank acceptance of collective bar-
gaining, which means the making of honest efforts to regularize by agree-
ment wages, hours and working conditions; (3) the reduction of these
agreements to writing; (4) the creation of machinery for facilitating
the negotiation from time to time of desired changes in the terms of
these agreements; and (5) the creation of additional and separate ma-
chinery for the quasi-judicial interpretation and enforcement of these
agreements.
Over a stretch of fifty odd years these principles, through trial and
error, and step by step, have been -'ritten into our railway legislation.
They are not the final word; they have not solved all the problems; they
have not been whole-heartedly accepted by all the carriers; and they
have declined to make them effective, suggesting to the labor organizations that they
present the cases to the courts. Employees have taken the position that the court pro-
cedure given to them did not take away from them the right to strike in order to compel
compliance with the awards of the Adjustment Board. We have heretofore called
attention to one case where trustees of a railroad in bankruptcy took this position, with
the result that the employees took a strike ballot and when the Mediation Board inter-
vened the case was settled with the aid of the United States District Judge. The same
procedure has been followed in several other instances always resulting in an ultimate
settlement without a strike."
95. Griffin v. Chicago Union Station Co., 13 F. Supp. 722 (N. D. Il1. 1936), where
a switch-tender had been deprived of seniority rights without notice, by an order of the
Board entered on the application of the union of which he was a member. The court
held he had been deprived of property without due process of law.
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may not survive the tensions which have been created by the diminished
prosperity of the railroad industry and the mounting power of the
unions. But they represent the sum of our wisdom and experience to
date, and constitute the highest and most successful development in this
country of governmentally guided industrial relations. They may be,
and to a limited extent, have been developed in other industries by agree-
ment rather than by legislation. Into their scheme the National Railroad
Adjustment Board, though latest in evolution, fits logically and indis-
pensably.
Clearly a national tribunal which can bring about a uniform inter-
pretation of contract clauses prevailing in similar or identical form upon
many different railroads, is preferable to a number of separate tribunals
whose decisions would be bound to conflict. And clearly also, for the
task of interpretation, a quasi-judicial tribunal developing its own com-
mon law is preferable to any arbitration body whose tendency is always
to compromise and to regard each case as something unique.
The National Railroad Adjustment Board is rendering to the science
of industrial relations and the peace of the country an incalculable serv-
ice. The suggestions made for improving its procedure are not intended
to belittle that service, or to call in question either the foundations upon
which the Board has been built or its extraordinary usefulness.
SUGGESTED CHANGES
1. Appointment of full-time referees. The appointment of a separate
referee for each batch of deadlocked cases has some disadvantages. With
rarest exceptions, the referee, to be neutral, must be drawn from outside
the railroad world. He comes to the Board with no practical experience
of railroading. Its vocabulary, its customs are strange to him. He can-
not catch the undertones of the cases, or weigh as surely as one bred
to the trade the force of the rival contentions addressed to him. He can-
not appreciate with any certainty the implications, for future cases, of
the decisions he must render. He has no fellow-judges to consult with.
Nearly every case comes up to him evenly balanced, strenuously fought,
and freighted with importance not only to both sides but to all other
carriers and unions for whom the decision will stand as a precedent.
And his will be the final say, for he knows that there will be no review.
Try as he will he is bound to make mistakes which a more experienced
judge would not make. And these mistakes may be costly and wide-
reaching in their effects. 'When he is through with the cases assigned
to him, and has begun to gain some insight, he is not likely to be reap-
pointed to the Division in which he sat, for he will probably be unwanted
either by the labor members or the carrier members or both; and the
National Mediation Board (which has to make the appointments since
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the Divisions are not able to agree upon mutually satisfactory persons)
quite properly will not appoint unwanted men. A referee of supreme
capacity may overcome all these handicaps, but not the average referee,
however painstaking and unbiased he may be.
Moreover the. use of a series of changing referees is very time-con-
suming. Each new man must be broken in, must learn the ropes, at the
expense of the Division he"is assigned to. Each deadlocked case, which
has already been argued before the Division and thrashed over by its
members, must be re-presented and re-argued by them to him - an
enormously wasteful" process. The Third Division is now barely abreast
of its calendar and the First Division is far behindY0 It is hoped that
the high percentage of deadlocked cases will abate as major precedents
become established; and if this hope materializes the difficulties recounted
above will become less serious. But while undoubtedly many of the de-
cisions will settle mooted points and prevent further deadlocks, many
will also breed additional deadlocks, for if an award, relating to a single
carrier, is at variance with the practice on other carriers, the winning
side will seek to establish the award in place of the practice, carrier by
carrier, and this attempt will be, fought all the way up to and through
the particular Division, with the argument, in each case, that the prac-
tice must be regarded as controlling and that in any event the facts are
distinguishable. •
. Furthermore, as revisions of agreements are made from time to time
(and many of them are sadly in need of intelligent modernization) fresh
problems will arise which cannot be decided by precedent; aid even
without revisions the variety of disputes which differ sufficiently" on the
facts from any previously decided, and which are daily arising, seem
sufficient to negative the hope of a decline in the number of deadlocks.0T
Witness the infinite proliferation of contested cases under statutes drawn
96. Stpra notes 74, 75. The First Division has been handicapped by having in-
herited 1,200 cases which at the time of its creation were pending before certain regional
boards (the latter being then abolished). FIRST ANNUAL REPORT Or 'rnE NATIONAL
MEDIATION BOARD, op. cit. 4upra note 2 at 46.
97. A more optimistic view, which I trust may prevail, is taken by the National
Mediation Board: "The controversies that have arisen because of the development of
the compulsory adjudication of this type of disputes are rapidly bringing about the change
in labor relations in the industry which it was hoped the law would accomplish, viz.,
an increasing tendency to settle controversies on the properties where they arise without
any recourse to legal procedure. One very large system has developed a technique . . .
As the National Railroad Adjustment Board'i decisions establish precedents, it is an-
ticipated that a similar technique will be developed on other railroad systems. We con-
fidently expect that within a very short span of years controversies betveen men and
managements can be settled on the roads with relatively few of them developing dif-
ferences that will be necessary for the Adjustment Board to decide." SECO1D ANNuAL
REPORT OF THE NATIONAL MEDIATION BOARD, Op. cit. supra note 2, at 32, 35.
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with far greater care than the agreements with which the Board must
deal.
I suggest, as a possible way out, the appointment of three full-time
salaried neutrals with staggered termi of office, and the elimination of
temporary outside referees save in cases'where a Division itself desired,
and was able to agree upon, a particular man. One of the three might
perform executive and opinion-drafting functions; another might sit
regularly with the First Division in all cases, whether deadlocked or not,
and another with the Third. (The Second and Fourth Divisions have
so few cases that they need not here be considered). Each of these
sitting referees would hear all cases coming before his Division. He
would take no formal part in those which the Division could decide
without his vote. Those which were deadlocked would not have to be
re-argued for his benefit, for he would already have heard them; and
this would save the Division a great deal of time now wasted. He would
also have heard the parties, and this would remove any possible due
process objections which may be raised under the present procedure. His
two associates would be available for consultation, and all awards in
deadlocked cases would be sifted and tested by three minds instead of
one. All three referees, however inexperienced at first, would eventually
become experts, and as such could dispatch their business with increasing
expedition and accuracy.
One objection to this proposal is that if prejudiced men were ap-
pointed they could not easily be got rid of. -The fear on the part of
the unions of a repetition of the United States Railroad Labor Board
set-up, with its allegedly biased public representatives, ukidoubtedly ac-
counts for the origin of the present temporary referee system. Possibly
the National Mediation Board, which now appoints the referees and has
the confidence of both sides, might be given the power, after hearings,
to remove any full-time referee found to be prejudiced. But apart from
the danger of prejudice there would be the difficulty of getting compe-
tent men to serve full-time. They probably ought to be lawyers, and
qualified lawyers are not easy to find for such positions, especially at
the salaries which the government would be likely to prescribe. The
present per diem allowances for referees, and the limited length of the
service, are sufficient to attract men of standing.
These objections are weighty, but to my mind not conclusive. I think
it would be better, for unions and carriers alike, to try a change along
the lines suggested.
An alternative step, which would relieve the congestion of dockets
but would not meet the other difficulties of the temporary referee system,
would be for the First Division (and the Third if it falls behind) to
establish a regional board to act in its place for such limited period as
1937]
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might be necessary to clean up the dockets. The statute permits any
Division to establish a regional board, or regional boards, each a replica
of itself, with the same powers as the Division, and with identical
provisions relating to referees, procedure, and judicial enforcement of
awards. 8 But the carrier and labor members of a regional board must,
under the statute, be designated under rules to be laid down by the
respective carrier and labor members of the appointing Division. Hence
unanimous consent by a Division would be necessary to establish a
regional board, and it seems rather unlikely that such consent would be
given, particularly since delays in decisions are of less concern to the
carriers than to the unions.
2. Fixing a time within which claims nust be presented. The statute
contains no time-limit for the filing of. claims with the Board. If a
"dispute" exists, the dispute can be referred to the Board even though
it may concern an alleged breach of contract that occurred years ago.
At least a few awards have been- made ordering the restoration of wages
or the making of other payments over a period beginning as far as
five or six years back, when the claims arose, and continuing down to
date. Since, on the basis of some recent precedent, cases are sometimes
decided against carriers in apparent disregard of previous local prac-
tices, and since in other cases rules not theretofore construed, but found
now to have been violated, may in fact have been violated innocently,
it seems unfair in such cases to penalize carriers retroactively.
On the other hand, there have undoubtedly been cases where the car-
rier, at a time when no tribunal was available for the protection of the
contract rights of employees, flouted a clear rule with the deliberate
purpose of saving money at the expense of employees. There is no
reason why the carrier, in the absence of laches or estoppel, should not
now be held accountable for this breach of contract, though it may have
first occurred some years ago.
In view of these considerations, the statute might well be amended
so as to lay down a fairly short time limit on claims, with authority in
the Board to extend this limit in any case where the breach of contract
was shown to have been deliberate.
3. Procedural improvenents. Under the present rules, as I have said,
the union and carrier submissions are prepared and filed independently
of- each other, and do not always jibe. I think that more intelligible
records would be produced if the rules were modified so as to provide
for service of the union's submission (with numbered paragraphs) upon
the carrier; and a reasonable but fixed period within which the carrier
must serve its answer on the union, replying to the allegations paragraph
by paragraph. This procedure would join the issues more clearly and
98. *48 STAT. 1189, First (w), 45 U. S. C. § 153, First (w) (1934).
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exactly than occurs under the present system. The union should have
an opportunity, prior to the hearing, to reply in writing to any new
matter in the carrier's answer. This procedure would take a little more
time but the delay would not be serious.
A more fundamental question concerns the nature of the evidence
upon which the Board must act. The submissions, and the rebuttal state-
ments which are filed at the hearings, contain mere allegations of the
facts. There is no testimony of record anywhere in the proceedings.
And there have been but few cases where the employee-claimants and
the minor officials with first-hand knowledge of the facts have appeared
in person at the hearings. They are normally represented by their re-
spective agents, who do all the talking.
Fortunately, as I have said, the cases which present nothing but an
issue of fact. are the exception rather than the rule, and are not nearly
as important as the cases which turn upon the construction of a rule.
For the cases involving construction become precedents, and may ulti-
mately affect all the carriers and crafts concerned with similar rules,
whereas the cases turning solely upon facts affect the immediate parties
only and generally are of minor consequence. But whether the cases be
important or not, those which must be decided on the facts dught to have
records from which a reasonably clear conclusion could be drawn, and
the records are not always of that sort. Moreover some at least of the
important cases of construction involve questions of fact upon whose
determination the construction itielf will depend, and in these cases it
it obviously desirable that the records be as full and clear as possible
on the factual side. For example, cases which turn upon the meaning
of a particular kind of service, or the duties of a particular class of
employee, require a showing of past practices and careful descriptions
of the different types of work or equipment which have to be considered
and compared in arriving at a result. Generally what is needed in these
cases, at least for referees without any background of railroading, are
more details.
The problem of how to get more satisfactory records without over-
turning the whole procedure is most puzzling. Possibly each case might
be referred to two members (one labor and one carrier member) of
a particular Division sufficiently in advance of the hearing so that they
might go through the submissions, and request from the parties such
additional information as seemed to them desirable to clear up any
doubts or conflicts. This additional information should be furnished
in writing by both parties at the time of the hearing and made a part
of the record. If full-time referees were appointed, as has been sug-
gested, the pressure under which the First and Third Divisions are now
working would be considerably relieved, so that methods might be
f9371
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worked out for obtaining still further information in cases where, after
the hearings were over, the facts were still in doubt. Finally, if full-
time referees were appointed (but probably not otherwise) arrangements
might be made for the taking of testimony in cases of exceptional im-
portance and ex.ceptional difficulty.
Beyond that it would not seem practical to go. The taking of testi-
mony in every case would be almost out of the question, seeing that
the cases arise and the witnesses are scattered all over the country, from
the remotest settlements and desert areas to the largest cities. Those
trained in the law may be shocked by the very idea of a quasi-judicial
tribunal deciding rights upon a hearsay record without witnesses. They
may be equally disturbed by some of the procedure and particularly by
the absence of judicial review. Yet it is difficult to conceive of the
Board's being able to .discharge its functions under any set-up which
would fit within these traditional legal concepts.
Yet the Board's functions are essential ones, and the point is that
they are not exclusively, and perhaps not even primarily, functions
of dispensing justice in the orthodox sense, for in the broadest view the
Board is an instrument for making collective agreements work and sur-
vive. As such it is an indispensable factor in the frame-work of industrial
relations in the railroad industry. Those who are concerned with ad-
ministrative reform, and who are exploring the possibilities -which
certainly should be explored -of creating special administrative courts
of first instance and special administrative courts of review, would do
well to ponder the very peculiar problems faced by the National Rail-
road Adjustment Board.
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